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T.U.
PHILOSOPHY

We believe that trout
and salmon fishing
isn't just fishing for
trout and salmon. It's
fishing for sport rather
than food, where the
true enjoyment of the
sport lies in the
challenge, the lore, the
battle of wits, not
necessarily the full
creel. It's the feeling
of satisfaction that
comes from limiting
your kill instead of
killing your limit. It's
communing with
nature where the chief
reward is a refreshed
body and a contented
soul, where a license is
a permit to use not
abuse, to enjoy not
destroy our cold water
fishery. It's
subscribing to the
proposition that what's
good for trout and
salmon is good for the
fisherman and that
managing trout and
salmon for themselves
rather than the
fisherman is
fundamental to the
solution of our trout
and salmon problems.
It's appreciating our
fishery resource,
respecting fellow
anglers and giving
serious thought to
tomorrow.

Celebrity Fly Tyer Extraordinaire
Can you believe that we are in February already? The
opening of trout season is getting closer and closer. Time to
start checking out the condition of your fishing equipment
and exercising that casting arm.
I know a good many of you made the trek to New Jersey last weekend for the Somerset Fly
Fishing Show. The show really gets you in the mood to get out there and wet a line. I hope while
you were there you stopped by the Lakewood Camps booth and thanked Whit Carter and Bob
Duport for their informative presentation on fishing the Rapid River and Rangeley Lakes region
of Maine at our January chapter meeting. Looks like that would be a great place to have an LITU
outing. Who volunteers to plan it?
By now most of you have probably sifted through all the manufactures catalogues, trip
pamphlets, and other assorted literature that accumulated while roaming the exhibition floor at
the Somerset show. Are you second guessing your decision to purchase another rod at the “show
special price”? You’re now probably feeling a little guilty and thinking to yourself, why did I buy
this? Do I really need more “stuff”? Whether you need more “stuff" or not is purely subjective.
It’s not that you really need another rod but it’s really about the whole process that leads up to the
act of purchasing it- educating yourself about how the rod handles, determining the correct size,
how it feels and looks, etc.
The same can be said for fly fishing. So much of it has to do with just getting out there and
enjoying the sights and sounds (or absence of sounds) of the body of water that you chose to
stand in, the beautiful fish that you cradle in your hands just before you release it back into its
world. It is a wonderful gift to be allowed to appreciate the pristine environment that you
surround yourself with even if it is just for a few short hours a month. This is why it is so
important for all our members to do everything they can to keep our freshwater environment as
clean and pure as possible.
How do we do this? We become ACTIVE members. We attend LITU meetings. We support
LITU fundraising efforts. We keep ourselves informed about important environmental and
conservation issues. We participate in LITU sponsored activities and events.
Over the coming months LITU will be involved in many activities such as our Annual Dinner
Dance and Auction fundraiser event, stream restoration and improvement projects, and fly
fishing clinics, to name a few.
Please volunteer to participate at some of these activities. You will learn to appreciate LITU on a
whole different level, I guarantee it!
Remember it is up to all of us to EDUCATE, CONSERVE, PROTECT, and RESTORE our cold
water fisheries. We must put in the effort now.
Have a happy Valentine’s Day. Remember to get a gift for your significant other (or you won’t
be allowed to keep that new rod).
Pete Harris
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Wantagh State

Northern State Pkwy

February 2013
Feb. 5 - Dinner Dance
Meeting
Feb. 6 - Board Meeting
Feb. 19 -Chapter
Meeting
Feb. 20 - Dinner Dance
Meeting
Feb. 20 - Deadline for
Paumonok

April 2013
April 3 - Board
Meeting
April 13 - Junior Angler
Fly Fishing Clinic Caleb
Smith State Park

March 2013
March 6 - Board
Meeting
March 8 - Annual
Dinner Dance
March 16—Fly Fishing
Clinic @ Caleb Smith
March. 19 -Chapter
Meeting
March 20 - Deadline for
Paumonok
March 23 - Fly Fishing
Clinic Connetquot Park
May 2013
May 8 - Board Meeting
May 20 - Deadline for
Paumonok
May 21 - Chapter
Meeting

April 20 - Deadline for
Paumonok

Southern State Pkwy

All articles remain the property of the writer and
may not be reprinted without prior permission.
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Mission accomplished!
Back from the Fly Fishing Show at Somerset with
money still in my pocket, and still married!
I went to the show wanting to (well, maybe HOPING
to would be more appropriate words), limit myself to
spending $200.00 or so. I must say I am proud of
myself and the fact that I only spent $56.00!
Don’t get me wrong, it’s not that there wasn’t some
great things to look at or buy. Believe me, there was
plenty. Rods, reels, boots, waders, lines, hooks, fly
tying stuff—it was all there! Plus, with a few more
vendors then there had been recently, the show
seemed to have a bit of new life pumped into it.
There were some manufacturers that had not
exhibited in the past that did indeed show up. It was
great to see and learn about their products but it was
especially nice to see some new faces.
However, there were also some vendors that had
exhibited over the past few years that did NOT make
the trip this year. I’m sad to say I missed seeing a
couple of my bamboo rod buddies this year.
Thankfully, not too many decided to stay home.
All in all I feel the show was a bit “better” this year
then it has been for the past couple. But then again,
put me in any environment that has fly rods, reels, or
pretty much anything to do with fishing, and I’m a
happy camper.
Now while I only spent $56.00 while actually AT the
show, does it count that I put a really neat, cool
looking, old style fiberglass rod on order?
Nah. Just a technicality!
Until next month!
Jay Mooney
Editor –In-Chief

Future Guest Speakers and Happenings
February 19 - Bruce Corwin—Celebrity Fly Tyer
March 8 - Annual DINNER DANCE FUND
RAISER
March 19 - Bryan Moore TU National
March 16 - Fly Fishing Clinic @ Caleb Smith
March 23 - Fly Fishing Clinic Connetquot Park

While many people will tell you that lakes are
generally large and deep, and ponds are small and
shallow, the truth is there is no clear cut difference
between the two. In fact, if you look at the names
given to the more than 16.000 New York water bodies
bearing the labels lake or pond, it can be confusing.
For instance, there are some very large ponds (such as
2,400 acre North Sandy Pond in Oswego County), and
some very tiny lakes (such as 3 acre Central Park
Lake in New York City).
That said, scientists do use certain criteria to
distinguish between the two. A pond is usually a
permanent, shallow, body of water or a water filled
depression. It is generally smaller than a lake and may
be created naturally, or by beaver dams, or by people
looking for a steady supply of water for fire
protection, livestock, attracting wildlife, or backyard
enjoyment. In contrast, a lake is usually larger than 10
acres in area, at least ten feet deep, and is part of a
larger river system where water flows in and out.
Lakes are used for drinking water and recreation, and
support a great diversity of fish and wildlife.
But whether it’s a pond or a lake, all these waters in
New York can be enjoyed by people for a wide
variety of uses. For additional information, check out
the publication “Diet For a Small Lake”.
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Swap/Sell Bulleting board.
Email the editor to be included in future listings
at:
LITU Editor@aol.com
FOR SALE:
Simms L2 wading boots size 5. Felt Bottoms. Brand
new, never used. Paid $130.00. Asking $75.00.
Simms L2 wading boots. Size 6. Felt Bottoms. Used
once. As new condition. Paid $130.00 Asking $75.00.
Simms Gore Tex Youth Waders. Size Medium. Used
gently once for 2 hours. As new condition.
Paid $200.00. Asking $140.00.
If interested contact Jay Mooney at
AdirondackJ@aol.com .
FOR SALE: Orvis Silver Label 8' 4wt 4-piece fly rod.
Full flex (4.5). Cigar grip with up locking black
anodized aluminum reel seat and wood reel insert.
Includes rod sock and cordura covered rod tube. The
quintessential small stream fly rod. Smooth,
responsive and precise, with a forgiving sweet spot.
This rod loads effortlessly and will have you hitting
your mark at every distance, far away or close in. Like
new! Asking $220.00. If interested, contact Jeff
Plackis at LITroutBum@yahoo.com
FOR SALE: Cabela’s Cahill fly Reel. for line weights
4 / 5 / 6. Already loaded with backing and what looks
to be 4 WT WF floating line.
A great introductory fly reel the Cahill is hard to pass
up for all its features. The off set gear to gear disc
drag easily tightens down to control almost any fish.
An exposed rim allows you to palm the spool.
Constructed of durable injection molded graphite for
durability and dependability. Easily converts from
right to left hand retrieve. Great for beginners or as a
back up reel without breaking the bank.
ALL proceeds of this sale go directly to LITU.
Asking $35.00 for reel, backing, and line.
If interested contact Jay Mooney at
AdirondackJ@aol.com.

C S I C AG A I N C H A RT E R S
LIGHT TACK LE AND FLY FISHING O N THE NORTH SHO RE , MONTAUK AND O RIENT

Custom Scout 235
Huntington, CSH and Northport
Full day Half Day or 2 hour ‘quickies’
Montauk and Orient Full Day

Phone: (516)383-0508
E-mail: Csicagain@hotmail.com

Captain Robin Calitri
LongIslandFlyFishing.com

Striped Bass, Bluefish, Bonito, False Albacore and Bluefin Tuna
d

Equipment , instruction, drinks, snacks and fun include

LONG ISLAND’S FLYFISHING SHOP
SALT & FRESHWATER
All Major Brands
Able Reels - Bauer - Scott Flyrods
Tibor/Pate - G. Loomis - Sage
St. Croix - S. A. Mastery - Lamson - Rio
Simms - Airflo—Whiting

“We can outfit you for trips from Montauk to
Mongolia.”

The Camp-Site Sports Shop
1877 New York Ave.
Huntington Station, NY 11746.
Tel 631-271-4969
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One more month!
Four weeks, thirty days. Whatever you want to call it, this years
Annual Dinner Dance and Auction is right around the corner.
Just in case you haven’t heard yet (or are currently living under
a rock), this years date for the Long Island Trout Unlimited
2013 Dinner Dance is Friday March 8, 2013. The festivities
will begin at 7:00 and last until 11:00. The venue will once
again be the Milleridge Cottage in Jericho, and the cost will
remain the same at $75.00 per person for a great evening of
food, dancing, and fun!!
If you missed last years event, you absolutely cannot miss this
one as it promises to be even better and more action packed.
There will be yet more updated and interesting prizes, more
food, and more dancing!
Some of the prizes we already have are a Flat Screen TV, Golf
Outing for Four, Basket of Restaurant Gift Certificates, Orvis
Fly Rods and Reels, Coach Bags, Winston Fly Rods, Upgrade
Your Home Bar Kit, Assorted Electronics, and the list goes on!
What more can you ask for?
However, to make this years Dinner Dance even more successful, we still need your help. This is our major fundraiser
of the year and the proceeds are needed to keep our chapter
running and our work progressing. As I’ve mentioned above,
we already have some GREAT prizes but we definitely still
need donations for prizes and/or auction items. Remember, the
more we get, the better for everyone - especially the chapter!
Plus, this year we are honoring as our Long Island
Conservationist of the Year, a very good friend to L.I.T.U., and a past
Chairman and currant Director of Friends of Connetquot, Richard Remmer. I cannot be more proud to call Richard a friend as
he is a true conservationist in the essence of the word.
If you are interested in supporting a great cause (LITU), and
enjoying outstanding food, excellent drinks, and awesome
friends and prizes, please come down and join us. If you would
like to attend, please see any board or committee member – we
would love to have you there!
Don’t forget, cocktails and Hors D’oeuvres at 7:00. Dinner,
dancing and festivities begin at 8:00. Open bar ‘till 10:00.
Just ask anyone who was there last year just how good and
plentiful the food was!
This is a great opportunity for you to come out and win some
awesome prizes, besides having a great time with some old
friends while making new ones!. Don’t forget to buy a balloon
from the balloon game. While your at it, enter into the 50 / 50 which had a whopping$1400.00 in it last year - spin the Wheel
of Fortune, Buy a Super Square, or shoot Darts for more great
prizes! Whichever you choose, just come on down and play!
Committee members:
Jay Mooney, Pete Harris, Joe Odierna, Peter Dubno, Tom Lo
Proto, Mike Russell, Ron Krisch, Ed Ciano, and Jim Minogue.

The Long Island Fly Rodders
meet the first Tuesday of each month at
Levittown VFW Hall at 8:00 PM.
55 Hickory Lane
Levittown, NY
www.liflyrodders.org
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If you’re a bona fide creek freak who loves to chase native brookies in the waters where they belong,
you’ll be glad to know that the eastern Brook Trout Joint Venture - a collaborative group of agencies and
organizations like Trout Unlimited committed to protecting and restoring our brookies - is planning to
monitor brook trout populations along the Eastern Seaboard at a finer scale than it has before. At a
November workshop in West Virginia, EBTJV members got a preview of this new approach, which
identifies brook trout populations per square mile, as opposed to every 30 square miles as it has done
before.
This is good news for brookies and those among us who love to fish for them. The new approach will give
fisheries managers better guidance on where to concentrate protection and restoration efforts - the new
data will, for example, indicate where misbehaving culverts and other fish migration barriers need to be
removed or replaced in order to open up more brook trout habitat and more fishable water.
Unfortunately, there’s some bad news, too. Brook trout populations, particularly in the mid-Atlantic and
southeast, are far more isolated and vulnerable than we thought when their distribution was first assessed
by the Joint Venture in 2006.
And… more bad news. We will lose brook trout habitat as the climate warms, plain and simple. But
there’s hope, according to a climate model put together for the Joint Venture. The model suggests that
some streams—especially those with strong groundwater input, shade, and north-facing slopes—will fare
better than others, simply because these factors allow for colder water. Earlier “broad-brush” models
predicted a uniform increase in stream temperatures in response to increasing air temperatures. This new
model suggests that the older ones overstated the threat to brook trout posed by climate change.
This winter, TU staffers will begin using this new data to guide their
work in Virginia and West Virginia as part of a new project supported
by the Wildlife Conservation Society’s Climate Adaption Fund
(established with a grant from the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation).
TU’s classic protect-restore-reconnect recipe will be employed in five
focal watersheds, with an emphasis on helping landowners improve
the capacity of cold streams to stay cold in the future. One of these
watersheds surrounds Thorn Creek, a tributary to the Potomac River
in Pendleton County, WV. Learn what TU is up to there (and how
good the fishing is in the Thorn Creek Wildlife Management Area) in
the new video by the Chesapeake Bay Program.
Knowing that some brook trout populations may “wink out” as the climate changes is tough news to take,
especially if one of them is your favorite trout haunt or the focus of your TU chapter’s conservation
projects. Part of me wants to pretend that climate change isn’t a threat, and that my secret stash of brook
trout streams will support fish when my grandkids take to fishing. But the conservationist in me is grateful
that the Joint Venture, Wildlife Conservation Society, and others are taking a hard look at climate change,
helping groups like TU prioritize where to invest increasingly scarce resources to protect the brookies that
stand a chance in a warming world.
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The author of each Tip is credited, by name at the end
of the Tip.
Strategy – Winter Storage
Storing Fly Lines in Winter - Remove the lines from
the reels, clean them well and apply a coating of
"Armor-All" to the line. Store them on the original
spool or in loose coils so that the lines do not develop a
"memory" of being tightly wound on the reel over the
winter. Leave a little bit of backing attached to the line
when you remove it from the reel. It's easier to knot the
two pieces of backing together again than to knot the fly
line to the backing or better yet, attach a Braided Loop
to both ends of the fly line, just be sure to tie a large
loop on the backing so you can go thru the loop of the
Braided Loop and around the real. It will also allow
quick reversal of fly line on your real. (Eddie Keegan)

Monitoring Air Quality In
Hurricane Sandy Recovery Areas
In response to air quality concerns in Hurricane Sandy
recovery areas (lower Hudson Valley, New York City and
Long Island), DEC and several other government
authorities are coordinating efforts to protect the
public and make information available so people can
protect themselves. The NYSDEC webpage will be updated
regularly, so please check back for updated information.
Also available is a joint press release from the involved
agencies, also on the NYSDEC webpage.

Three Important Things You Should Know
•

Identify Lines Before Storing - For those who remove
lines from reels for storage each winter, you should
write the reel description on the box in which you store
each line. This will make it easier to reunite the lines
with the correct reel again in the spring. (Eddie Keegan)

Caring for Gore-Tex Garments - Gore-Tex items
should be cared for regularly to prevent deterioration of
the garment and to prevent the material from losing its
protective qualities. The garment should be kept clean.
If it is not heavily soiled, it should be machine washed
in warm water without detergent and then tumbled dry
on the warm setting for 50 minutes. It should not be
air-dried. If it is heavily soiled, it should be washed
twice, once in detergent and then again without detergent, and tumbled dry as mentioned above. Eventually,
the item will lose its water repellency through normal
use. You'll find that the rain will no longer bead up on
the fabric, and it will become saturated. Condensation
will also form on the inside of the material. When the
durable water repellent is gone, just spray "ReviveX" on
the jacket as it comes out of the washing machine and is
still wet (after the wash where no detergent was used).
Then dry it in a warm dryer for 50 minutes and it will
be like new again. (Dick Jogodnik)
Send your tips to
KensTUTips@verizon.net

No Overall Significant Increase in Ambient Air
Pollution

DEC's routine air monitoring network has shown no overall
significant increase in ambient (outdoor) air pollution
across the region affected by Hurricane Sandy. Air
pollution in hurricane recovery areas, however, will
increase at times as cleanup and rebuilding continue. To
assess air pollution from storm cleanup, DEC and EPA
have placed supplemental air quality monitors near these
activities.

•

Extraordinary Event/Ordinary Pollutants

Though the hurricane was an extraordinary event, air
pollutants encountered during cleanup activities (mold,
dust, vapors and exhaust fumes) are not unusual, even
though they may at times be more concentrated in recovery
areas.
•

Take Precautions in Recovery Areas
The regional monitors will continue to provide information
about regional air quality. The supplemental monitors will
provide information about air quality near recovery
activities. DEC recommends that people be aware of
regional and local air quality and protect themselves from
airborne pollutants in affected areas. As recovery work
continues, people working outside in areas where high
ambient particle concentrations may be present should use
N95 dust masks.
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Heraclitus of Ephesus, an ancient Greek philosopher, is
quoted to have said “No man steps in the same river twice.”
One supposes this Greek sage was a fly-fisherman. Anybody
that’s fished our nation’s wild trout streams long enough can
undoubtedly attest firsthand to the truth of his statement: our
rivers and streams are constantly changing.
Learning to adapt to those changes is what makes us good
fishermen … and good conservationists.
Some changes occur gradually, like the shifts in stream flows
and temperature from climate change we’ve observed over
the past few decades. But what happens when our favorite
trout stream is completely transformed before our eyes?

This year’s Dinner Dance and Banquet will be held on Friday,
March 8th, 2013. We are once again making a direct appeal for
monetary donations to have a flat screen TV (or two) there as a
prize for our yearly fundraiser.
Last year’s two flat screens were a huge hit and we were able to
get a few additional electronics onto the prize list with the generous help we received from our chapter members.
At our Chapter meeting on Tuesday, January 23rd, I’ll be collecting money so we can once again purchase this item and make our
event that much more special.
Last year we received donations from $10 all the way up to $100
in this direct appeal. We are depending upon your generosity and
your desire to help our conservation efforts, which all begins
with you.
So see me at the meeting, Peter Dubno, and I’ll put your contribution in the kitty and make sure we get a good deal on a flat
screen. If you can’t make it to the meeting, just put your check
in the mail, made out to Trout Unlimited, and mail it to me. My
address is:

Just ask anybody who has fished in a stream before and after
beavers were present.
The large-scale changes beavers cause have earned them the
title of “ecosystem engineers.” It is a fitting name. The
arrival of beavers into a stream can lead to a truly reengineered stream system. Is this a good thing? It depends
on who you ask.
Critics cite the problems beavers cause for people and
wildlife in certain cases, such as blocking fish passage in a
stream, washing out roads or flooding agricultural areas
adjacent to streams. And in places where they are non-native
(e.g., South America) ecologists have noted the catastrophic
effects of beavers unchecked by natural predators,
restructuring an entire ecosystem by opening up new habitats
for invasive species and decimating forests.
Proponents of beavers argue that the little dam-builders help
hold water on landscapes during times of drought, help
regulate flooding, provide critical wetland habitat for fish
and wildlife, filter water, trap sediment and help maintain
healthy forests. All of this is good for fish, and beavers
provide these services for free .
Love them or hate them, I wonder if beavers are maybe one
of our best allies in protecting some of our nation’s most
threatened populations of native trout from the effects of
climate change. It’s definitely something to chew on…

Peter Dubno
c/o Trout Unlimited
47 Greystone Rd.
Rockville Centre, NY 11570
Thank you for your giving and your generosity.

Only
$10/Box

You Can Win:

•Orvis Hydros Fly Line
•Orvis Sling Pack
•Orvis BBS Fly Reel
•Orvis Access Fly Rod

HURRY
before they’re all gone!
Sponsored By
Orvis of Greenvale
516-484-1860

Stop over and buy a box to the
“Super Squares” game at our
February meeting.
For only $10.00 per box, you
get a great chance of winning
one of the GREAT prizes
listed.
Please, step up and help
support YOUR chapter and
take a chance to win one or
more of these great prizes!

Take A
Chanc
e!
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By Tom McCoy
With the summer coming and Somerset behind us it is time to decide where to fish this year. Sure the Catskills will be
on the agenda and probably the Adirondacks along with our very own Nissequogue and Carmans, but where else?
Most years I am fortunate enough to get away for a few days in the heat of summer when our own trout need a rest. I
head to places that would still be high with heavy water when we are checking out Hendricksons or slipping in back
of Sunoco. West, that is. Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, and one time Ireland – but that’s east, isn’t it? All of them fish
well in the summer.
A favorite is the West Yellowstone area of Montana/Wyoming. The famed Madison and surrounding waters never
fail to please. And there is something to be said for familiar water – old water as I call it. Knowing the spots, what to
expect. We all know a river never really stays the same year to year, so even as we repeat our itinerary from previous
years there are new things to see and discover. Old water can be new water too. But I was thinking new, new water water I had not fished before. I was itchy I guess, feeling time moving by and my bucket list getting longer, I needed
to cross off a few rivers. In the early 80’s I built a wood strip canoe from Sitka spruce which I had to import from the
northwest and for a while I had it in my mind to see a Sitka up close. A very unique wood as it has no knots in a 20
foot plank. I eventually got there. The design of the canoe was called Kootenai named for the Native Americans of the
Northwest and, perhaps for the river that runs in the upper Northwest corner of Montana. Since way back then I had it
in my mind to get to see and fish it, even if the canoe would be home in the garage.
I recalled speaking to Tim Linehan of TU TV fame at Somerset about making the trip with his outfit some years ago
and promising myself that I’d get to it. At a LITU meeting last year, I was talking to Tony Jones who has fished up
that way. He mentioned that he was going up again. I asked him if he would mind if I tagged along. I needed to get
this done - get to some new water and scratch a 30 year itch in one trip. We made plans.
When we arrived in Missoula and checked in at the big sporting goods store which has been there for years although
it changes names and owners fairly often, the chalk board indicated some startling news. The
“Koot” was running at some ridiculous level due to the wet season they were having. Blown
out. Kaput. Our itinerary was set as were our hearts so we decided to go anyway. Tony would
call Tim and he would figure something out.
When we got to Libby we drove up the river to the dam and witnessed the water plunging over
the top. The river so filled, signs, which usually were high and dry, were all but submerged in
the bloated flow. No rises here. When Tim called he said he had some interesting alternatives.
“There’s the Clarks Fork, its fishing well.” But we had just travelled along it for about 2 hours
and left it behind as we headed for Libby. Not a good choice. “Then there is
the Bull.” Where the hell is the Bull? We got to assess it as we
criss-crossed it heading north. It looked like a beaver creek with no gravel bars or boulders – just
its serpentine track. How good could it be, especially from a drift boat which would hardly fit in it?
“Then there is the Yaak.” The Yaak?
When in Libby and heading up to the dam there is a sign with an arrow pointing west – “Yaak.”
We stopped in the local sporting goods store and asked about it but all he knew is that it was far.
How far? He shrugged.
Tim called again and said he was putting us with his guide Sean. We need to meet him at the Yaak Mercantile at 8
AM the next morning. “Just go to that sign, make a left and keep going. Can’t miss it.” I was going to get my new
water even if it wasn’t going to scratch that itch for the “Koot.”

(Continued on page 10)
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(Continued from page 9)
That road turned out to be a well paved logging road with hair pin turns, no shoulders
and life and death in the making if a logger was coming the other way. Harrowing and
yet exhilarating. I checked the map and realized we could have taken the main road out
of Libby and gotten to the same place a lot saner and safer. We made a note to go
home that way. The Mercantile was a general store- bar- restaurant-gas station kind of
a place. It is next to the upper Yaak which also was too small for a drift boat. Before
too long Sean showed up and explained we would be going down a few miles where
the river opened up and instead of a drift boat we would be in a raft. “The truth of it is”, said Sean, that “it’s very
unusual for the Yaak to be floatable at all. It is only because of all the wet weather that there is enough water to
handle the raft.” Not encouraging. Tim and his lovely wife arrived with the raft which
had just been inflated for the occasion and hopefully was going to hold. We drove
down to the put-in and a family holding a reunion had set up camp all over the dirt
ramp and driveway. We had to portage the raft through the underbrush to get it to the
river. Sean gave it a few more pumps of air, just in case. Now Tim starts talking about
what to expect: He speaks of golden stone flies as thick as thieves. He had me put my
rod away and handed me a 4 wt Helios to use, part of the service (and advertising
agreement). We boarded and Tim shoved us off promising a 100 fish day. I was hopeful.
Soon we are at the first riffle where we de-rafted (I think to give Sean an idea of our casting and fishing ability).
Large western style (foam) bugs were on the menu, mine with yellow on it, Tony’s with orange. A fast few fish and
we were back in the raft. The idea was work our bugs in riffles and pockets as we drifted by and when the rare pool
arrived, placing it at Sean’s suggestions: “near the bank, on the seam, in the middle, no, this side!” The river required
constant quick, single-float casts at the edges and in the glassy water behind the rocks. There were fish – lots of them.
These fish were spontaneous and we only had one shot at them as we whisked by. It quickly sharpened our accuracy.
We did not see another fisherman or raft all day. It was a beautiful stream with fish behind most every rock. The trout
were what Sean called “Red Band Rainbows.” He explained they were the pure strain of original rainbows from the
area. Once they were migratory steelhead, before the dams. Tony took the
fish of the day, a good sized fat rainbow out of one of the rare deep holes
but most were between 8 and 12 inches; All feisty. We marveled at their
colors and spunk.
I asked why so many small fish and so few larger ones. “This river runs
very low when we don’t have wet years” said Sean who was brought up by
an outfitter in the area. “We lose whole classes of fish when the
temperature rises above 90 degrees and the water is low. We have had two
good water years. If next year is like this year, we will see hundreds of 12 – 14 inch fish.” Sean kind of glazed over
saying “Won’t that be something.” to no one in particular.
So I got my new water, special water. Who knows when the Yaak will be
floatable again in July? How lucky we were. Shows how it pays to go with the
flow. Now I need to figure out when I will get up that way again to scratch that
itch to fish the “Koot” and maybe, if I’m fortunate, to fish the Yaak again – new
water and old in the same trip!
So what new water will you be on this year?
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American Museum of Natural History Celebrates Conservation President
Born in New York City, Theodore Roosevelt may have seemed an unlikely
candidate to become one of the nation's greatest defenders of wildlife and wild
lands. While in office, he set aside hundreds of millions of acres of public
lands, including five national parks, four game preserves, 51 bird refuges, 18
national monuments, and 150 national forests which he created or expanded.
No other president has matched Roosevelt's record in preserving wilderness
and wildlife or in managing this country's natural resources-forests, lands and
water through legislation, executive action, and public persuasion.
Roosevelt developed a sharp ear for birds and a love for the outdoors as a
child, nurtured by summers on Long Island and family trips to the Hudson
Valley and the Adirondacks. Before turning to politics and returning to New York State to become a
legislator-he studied the natural sciences at Harvard. By the time he became president in 1901 (a time
of tension between growing public interest in nature exploration and the encroachment on wild spaces
by industrial interests), Roosevelt was uniquely prepared to channel his appreciation of nature into
public policy. He also had allies: a group of influential advisors that included naturalists John Muir and
John Burroughs, forester Gifford Pinchot, and museum ornithologist Frank Chapman, who helped
guide his farsighted public policies
The enduring legacy of a nearsighted, asthmatic New York boy who would become Conservation
President is celebrated in a two-story memorial at the American Museum of Natural History which
reopened this fall after an extensive, $40 million renovation supported in large part by state and local
funds. Originally designed by John Russell Pope and dedicated in 1936, the Theodore Roosevelt
Memorial which includes the Museum's Central Park West entrance, the Theodore Roosevelt
Rotunda, and the Theodore Roosevelt Memorial Hall serves as New York's official memorial to its
33rd Governor and the nation's 26th President
In the Theodore Roosevelt Memorial Hall on the Museum's first floor, visitors learn about Roosevelt's
life via new exhibits that include interactive elements featuring historical photos and films, cultural
artifacts, and objects from the Museum's collections - some on display for the first time. Roosevelt's
life is portrayed in four stages: as the Young Naturalist whose curiosity about the natural world and
science was awakened during childhood and adolescence; as the Firsthand Observer who dealt with
the near extinction of bison during his ranching days in the American West; as the Conservation
President, who was the first to make environmental conservation a priority in his administration; and
as the Lifelong Explorer whose passion for natural history and adventure continued long after he left
office. There are also four meticulously restored dioramas that tell the story of
Roosevelt's life: the old New York of his ancestors; the Adirondacks he visited
as a boy; his cattle ranch in the western Badlands; and the bird sanctuary near
his beloved home in Oyster Bay, New York
At the center of the hall is a new bronze sculpture of Roosevelt as he looked
during a 1903 camping trip to Yosemite with John Muir-a trip that eventually
led to inclusion of Yosemite Valley and the Mariposa Grove of giant sequoias
into Yosemite National Park. A new bronze floor medallion features bison
grazing in Roosevelt National Park in North Dakota encircled with another
poignant declaration Roosevelt made in 1912: "There can be no greater
issue than that of conservation in this country."
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